ABSTRACT The demand for high-performance computing (HPC) has been increasing since the invention of computing technology. This led to the invocation of sophisticated multi/many-core processors with high performance. Graphical processing units (GPUs) have emerged as an important innovation in the manycore era as it features a high number of processors. The GPU acts as a computational accelerator that can significantly reduce the computational time of the HPC, as it can offer standout parallelism for high-end computing applications such as graphics designing. However, increasing the resources has resulted in higher power consumption and heat dissipation which has been a challenging problem for modern HPC Units. On the other hand, because of the dynamic nature of workload, a large amount of parallelism, offered by these many-core processors, is often underutilized. An ideal system would be smart enough to efficiently utilize resources and save power where less workload is available. Reducing the resources dynamically has direct implications on the performance of the system. However, if less workload is available, reducing the resources would not harm the performance, rather it would save power with less to no trade-off in overall throughput of the system. In this paper, a smart power and performance efficient resource management controller for general purpose-GPU architecture is presented. The proposed controller, based on a feedback mechanism, keeps on analyzing the current frequency of central processing unit (CPU) and GPU, number of active cores of the CPU and utilization of CPU and GPU. On the basis of collected data, the proposed controller which features fuzzy type-2 as an optimizing mechanism tries to create a balance between performance and power consumption. The results are evaluated against various benchmarks on NVIDIA TK1 GPU kit and by using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling and core gating, up to 47 % reduction in power consumption has been achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
To achieve the ever increasing demand for High Performance Computing (HPC), designers have opted to enhance and further increase the design complexity and resources available to the HPC units. However, due to this fact, saturation has stepped in and further increasing design complexity and clock frequency seems to be unrealizable. This saturation resulted in the emergence of multi/many-core
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architectures. Presently, many core systems along with the capability of multi-threaded computing, have not only attracted the masses, due to the high level of parallelism available to these units but are also considered to be de facto standard for HPC units. In this regard, GPUs are being considered as a crucial unit for HPC, due to the significantly high number of cores and parallelism and are also solving the problem of computationally analyzing big data in servers, graphical data in Earth & Life Science Groups and solving larger algorithms and complex techniques to find solutions more quickly and higher accuracy. However, there are power consumption and heat dissipation issues related to these GPUs specifically, in the context of portable HPC systems. Further, the large amount of parallelism available to these GPUs is often underutilized [2] , [3] . Due to the mentioned issue, it acts as a liability rather than a benefit.
On the other hand, throughput and the chip area have been the main driving forces behind microprocessor design. However, the invention of the transistor has realized the portability of the computers and later on, the ever increasing range of battery operated devices with often complex functionality has led to a paradigm shift in design optimizations towards greater power efficiency in complement with the increased throughput. This strive for low power processing has been a challenge for the designers and researchers to optimize each component of the computing unit. However, optimization in terms of power usually results in the expense of the throughput, and which may depreciate the over-all gain of an HPC unit.
Power efficiency has become a crucial challenge due to power constraints of HPC and it has now become a primary architectural design constraint for computing platforms ranging from power optimized embedded processors to high performance parallel computing architectures [5] . The increasing computing power of GPUs has provided higher throughput in comparison with central processing Units (CPUs). Therefore, GPUs are not restricted for graphics application and many programmers have been incorporating GPUs for various kind of HPC. However, optimizing GPU kernel to achieve high performance along with better power efficiency is still a challenge.
At the same time it is worth mentioning that since the beginning of computer technology, Moore's law has been followed, which predicted the doubling of transistors in a core after every 18 months [4] . This increase in the transistor density has further been complimented by increasing operational clock frequency. However, as a result, power consumption and heat dissipation have increased at the same rate till the verge, where a further increase in the clock frequency of HPC units seemed to be unrealizable.
A smart solution to the above mentioned problems will be a system that is smart enough to reconfigure itself according to the amount and parallelism available in the workload. Therefore, we propose the development of runtime GPU based power/performance optimizing algorithms in such a way that GPUs would be able to implement larger algorithms and complex techniques to find solutions more quickly, with greater accuracy, and at a less power consumption.
This paper presents Fuzzy Type 2 Based Resource Management Controller (FBRMC-2) for power efficiency of HPC units. The core aim of this research work was to minimize power consumption when processing of CPU & GPU is not fully utilized. To achieve the required target, FBMRC-2 being the control unit, incorporated two well-known power efficient techniques which are Dynamic voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Core Gating (CG). Fuzzy logic was an appropriate choice as it does not require detailed computing modeling [6] , [7] .
Both above mentioned techniques acquire their own importance in minimizing power utilization of computing devices for series and parallel nature of workload. Because of this fact, recent research is focusing on algorithms incorporating the DVFS and CG techniques to bring down power consumption of computing units for such workload, where full capacity of the computing unit, in terms of performance, is not required [18] , [32] , [33] . DVFS has a significant impact on performance, utilization and power consumption of CPU-GPU based architectures and it is a widely used technique for power optimization in computer architectures [34] - [36] . The working principle of DVFS is to minimize power-consumption in scenarios where limited processing capabilities are required. In many cases, the requirement of advanced processing capability are not high and little amount of processor's throughput will be sufficient to complete the task. In such cases, executing tasks at the maximum frequency is not beneficial, rather adjusting the operational frequency of processor as per requirement of user's workload will produce better results. Thus, creating a wide opportunity window to reduce the overall power consumption of the device. In such cases, incorporating DVFS technique has the potential to minimize both power consumption and heat dissipation. However, it is worth mentioning here that for power saving, minimum frequency is not the optimal frequency all the times [37] . This is because of memory latency issue; therefore, determining the optimal frequency for any task is crucial. Various algorithms exploiting DVFS scheme have been presented by research community [8] - [14] .
Second targeted technique for power optimization is CG (shutting the cores amount of available workload is not high). Since the overall trend in computing has experienced a significant shift towards multi/many cores approach where the number of cores in computing systems is increasing significantly. Because of this fact, increase in power consumption and heat dissipation has been observed at an unprecedented scale. This increasing number of cores provides the high level of parallelism which can only be exploited when the workload is distributed in parallel [12] . In such scenarios, where the workload is not distributed in a parallel manner, gating the specific core and running the processors with less number of cores can be very beneficial for power optimization. Therefore, reconfiguration and smart utilization of resources need to be introduced. The research community has presented various algorithms that exploit the CG technique for scenarios where work either workload or parallelism available in workload is limited [38] , [39] . In addition to this, it was observed while analyzing the results of CG that for series natured benchmarks, the impact of CG on the reduction of power consumption is significantly high as compared to parallel benchmarks [39] . The key contribution of this research work is designing the FBRMC-2, a run-time controller, for power optimization in computing devices by selecting appropriate operating frequency of CPU & GPU and the active number of CPU's cores using DVFS and CG techniques respectively.
Rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II presents the detailed literature survey along with a comparison with the proposed idea. Section III presents the methodology about proposed idea and implementation of a system. Section IV presents details of the experimental setup and evaluated results. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Under the prevailing demand for high-end computing, GPUs are gaining increasing importance due to its large number of parallel processors. Because of this fact, various research communities have shifted their focus toward GPUs and considers it to be a solution for this increasing demand for HPC. However, there are power and heat dissipation issues associated with modern GPUs. Various techniques have been proposed to solve the above mentioned problem. An optimal algorithm for multi-processor allocation in GPU system is presented by Jararweh et al. [16] . The proposed algorithm reduces power consumption while maintaining the application required performance. Cost of electricity and cooling infrastructure has been rising and due to this fact, power consumption and heat dissipation have been realized as the critical issue in modern HPC units. The Multi-Processor Allocation (MP-Alloc) algorithm tries to decide the suitable number of processors that can decrease power consumption, resources over-provisioning, and maintain the performance simultaneously. Memory Bandwidth Utilization (BWU) metric was used to predict the number of processors required for the application. Evaluation results predicted CG as a promising technique for power saving without compromising on the overall performance of the system.
Similarly, an Integrated Power and Performance (IPP) prediction model for a GPU architecture has been proposed by Hong and Kim [15] . The main idea is that using more cores does not result in performance improvement when an application reaches the peak memory bandwidth. Unlike most of the previously available models, an empirical power model for the GPU require measured execution times, hardware performance counters, or architectural simulations, was proposed in which IPP predicts execution times to calculate dynamic power events. The outcome of IPP was then used to control the number of running cores. The relation between the increases in power consumption with the increases in temperature was also modeled. With the predicted optimal number of active cores, results have shown, run-time GPU energy consumption was reduced by 22.09%.
Impact of DVFS, on the performance and energy efficiency for various applications, running on GPUs and comparison with those of DVFS for CPU computing is presented by Ge et al. [17] . Impact of Dynamic Voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is different from the DVFS on CPU computing. For example, if GPU is running computebound high-performance and high-throughput workload, then the system power consumption and system performance are approximately in direct relation with the GPU frequency. Hence, with a permitted power limit, increasing the GPU frequency results in better performance without increasing energy to a greater extent. This research further gives detailed analytical explanations of observed trends and exceptions along with their causes. The findings presented in this paper have shown significant potential to impact future CPU and GPU architectures to acquire better efficiency in terms of energy consumption. This research has also pointed out directions for designing effective DVFS schedulers for heterogeneous systems.
In order to reduce power consumption of embedded GPUs, software-based DVFS framework was presented by You and Chung [18] . In this work, an on-demand DVFS policy module was implemented that incorporate a work queue mechanism. Dynamic Warp Resizing (DWR) proposed by Lashgar et al. [19] . In modern GPUs synchronize threads are usually grouped in warps. Various parameters like divergence, synchronization overhead, and the efficiency of memory access coalescing are affected by the number of threads included in each warp (or warp size). Performance penalty associated with branch and memory divergence can be reduced by keeping the wrap size small. However, this is achieved at the expense of a reduction in memory coalescing. Large warps significantly enhance memory coalescing. On the other hand, it also increases branch and memory divergence. In determining the warp size, returning best performance, Dynamic workload behavior, including branch/memory divergence and coalescing, is an important factor. DWR, proposed in this work, outperforms static warp size decisions, up to 2.28X.
Power optimizing techniques and algorithms are not limited to GPUs only. Rather, they have their own benefits in MPSoC as well. For full FPGA reconfiguration, two periodic real-time task scheduling algorithms were proposed by Danne and Platzner [20] Concept of Earliest Deadline First (EDF) was used in the first algorithm and named it EDF-NF. On the other side, the second algorithm used the model of servers that implies reserving execution time and area for other tasks which is also known as Merge Server Distribute Load (MSDL). In comparing both techniques, it was observed that EDF-NF was better for system utilization but keeping feasibly for larger real-time tasks sets in mind, it was MSDL which outrun EDF-NF. Research communities have presented various other scheduling techniques along with applications. [21] - [24] Run-time energy-aware scheduling has also been investigated in various research articles specially for MultiProcessor System on Chip (MPSoCs) Thread scheduling is generally classified into two main classes; balanced and unbalanced scheduling. In balanced scheduling, an equal amount of threads are distributed among the cores. Performance of various scheduling schemes has been analyzed by DeVuyst et al. [25] , considering both energy and performance. It has been observed in results that the scheduling of threads in an uneven manner often outclasses balanced scheduling model. This is due to the fact that greater performance can be achieved by linking the certain number of threads together on single core rather than by allocating them to several cores. Communication between dynamically changing tasks and their synchronization have also been challenging issues for reconfigurable multicore platforms. In work presented in [26] , a detailed analysis of the performance of various task scheduling algorithms for minimizing schedule length combined along with energy constraints has been performed. This work also analyzed the algorithms for reducing overall energy consumption combined with a constraint of schedule length on DVFS supported multiprocessor systems. For scheduling of concurrent tasks on multicore platforms, Yang et al. [27] presented a model that used the combination of both online and offline scheduling approaches to exploit the run-time tradeoff between power and performance. This presented work was executed as an extension of another research work on power-efficient scheduling which was based on grey box modeling. Later scheme of scheduling was presented by Prayati et al. [28] .
Ma et al. [29] discussed scheduling scheme, based on design time and run-time, for management of concurrent task in the real-time application running on the heterogeneous multicore platform. At the design time, the set of schedule and assignment was assigned to each task using Petro curves, and a lightweight scheduler was incorporated to carefully choose the optimal working points making full use of dynamic and non-deterministic behavior of the system, at run-time. For an MPEG4 texture decoder application, results have shown that using this approach, a significant reduction on power can be achieved while maintaining the overall performance.
III. FUZZY TYPE 2 BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
FBRMC-2, based on fuzzy logic type-2 optimizing algorithm is designed on a feedback mechanism as shown in Fig.1 . FBRMC-2 continuously analyze the stats of processor and based on those stats, an algorithm is designed to find the optimal set of resources to create a balance between performance and power consumption.
A. INPUT PARAMETERS
The decision making ability of FBRMC-2 is dependent on its input parameters; therefore, input parameters were selected very carefully. Usually, decreasing the resources of processor results in significant reduction in power consumption. However, it is very crucial to select the optimal resources; otherwise, the probability of creating lag in performance of the system is significantly high. Therefore run-time stats of processor have a critical impact on this task. Following stats of processors were selected as input parameters for FBRMC-2.
1) UTILIZATION OF PROCESSOR
The utilization of processor plays important role in deciding the optimal resources for any task. The balance between performance and power consumption is only possible in cases where the utilization of the processor is maximized. Therefore, FBRMC-2 always keeps on tracking the utilization of processors and tries to maximize it by carefully reducing resources. Utilization was measured by using tegrastats utility, provided for Tegra based devices like NVIDIA's embedded Tegra K1 SOC. There are two types of utilization that have been incorporated as input parameters for FBMRC-2.
a: UTILIZATION OF CPU
FBRMC-2 incorporates DVFS and core gating techniques to reduce the power consumption of HPC. However, reducing power has a direct relation with maximizing utilization of available resources. Tracking the CPU utilization makes the selection of optimal CPU frequency and the active number of CPU cores more accurate.
b: UTILIZATION OF GPU
FBRMC-2 also scales the GPU frequency to reduce the power consumption. Therefore, FBRMC-2 keeps on monitoring the utilization of GPU to select the optimal frequency which in return maximizes the utilization of GPU.
2) CURRENT FREQUENCY OF CPU & GPU
FBRMC-2 also keeps monitoring the current CPU and GPU frequency. As FBRMC-2 is designed to select an optimal frequency of CPU and GPU, it is important to keep the record of current frequency. Keeping the record of current frequency of CPU and GPU, along with their respective utilization, helps in evaluating the overall scenario in terms of amount and parallelism available in workload which in return brings FBRMC-2 in a better position to maximize the utilization by reducing resources.
3) NUMBER OF ACTIVE CPU CORES
FBRMC-2 use core gating technique to reduce the number of active core of CPU only. FBRMC-2 reduces the active core of CPU when either workload is less or less or not parallelism is available in workload. Increasing the number of core is only beneficial when the workload is distributed in parallel. Therefore, reducing the active core of CPU will not produce drastic effects on overall performance when the nature of workload is series. However, before reducing the active cores, it is important to analyze the current number of active CPU cores and its utilization so that proposed active number of cores may produce effective results in balancing the performance and power consumption.
B. WORKING OF FBRMC-2
Dynamic and run-time reconfiguration of hardware is not a new concept, recent research suggests the reconfiguration of the system is based on performance statistics obtained from the underlying platform but there is a need to go beyond traditional reconfiguration schemes in order to save power while keeping throughput conserved. This is where FBRMC-2 system can be deployed as an intelligent controller to decide the optimal settings of reconfigurable parameters. Fuzzy logic type-2 is one of the suitable candidates to design a bridge between human logic and computer. In design exploration, fuzzy logic has significant application for finding optimization [40] , [41] . Furthermore, the capability of fuzzy inference system to interpret linguistic rules and to defuzzify the result to a crisp set of values, without deploying a sophisticated mathematical model has made fuzzy logic a smart tool for attaining the reconfiguration of energy and performance aware multi/man core system. In previous work, Shaheryar et al. [30] presented the fuzzy logic type-1 based optimizing controller for MPSoC and results were significantly better than available governors of Ubuntu operating system. However, results predicted even better response for GP-GPU based HPC units like Nvidia TK1 GPU kit. Furthermore, fuzzy type-2 has been incorporated as very often, in order to design the rules in the fuzzy logic system, incorporated knowledge is uncertain. This uncertainty leads to rules having uncertain antecedents and/or consequents, which in turn translates into uncertain antecedent and/or consequent membership functions [31] . These issues of uncertainty have further been improved by fuzzy type-2 model. Feedback mechanism has also been improved with better input parameters that can define the overall available workload scenario and the current configuration of the processor more precisely. On the other hand, an additional technique of scaling GPU's frequency along with other techniques (core gating and scaling CPU's frequency) incorporated in previous research work, also plays a critical role in minimizing power and heat dissipation.
The proposed power optimizing scheme, make use of closed-loop feedback based fuzzy type-2 and it is interesting to note that the proposed system is based on the typical control model but the main advantage of using fuzzy type-2 is that precise impact modeling of input parameters over outputs is not required, as the fuzzy type-2 based controllers have natural ability to deal with vague information based on a rule base of linguistic terms. Reconfigurable parameters were identified in order to bring down energy consumption without disturbing the throughput to a greater extent. In this work, the targeted parameters are CPU's operating frequency, number of active CPU's cores and GPU's operating frequency. FBMRC-2 keeps on monitoring overall CPU utilization, GPU utilization, CPU's operating frequency, GPU's operating frequency, active number of CPU's cores.
Initially, in fuzzification step, three different fuzzy subsets were defined and assigned to their membership function respectively i.e. low, middle and high boundary and are denoted by µ A1 , µ B1 and µ C1 respectively. For example, utilization (in percentage) of CPU of the processor varies from 0 to 1. Lower membership function µ A1 is bounded between 0 and 40%, µ B1 membership means moderate utilization and it is bounded between 25% and 75%, µ C1 membership means high utilization and it is bounded between 60% and 100%. As FBRMC-2 works on fuzzy type-2 model and fuzzy type-2 contain 3 dimensional membership; therefore, membership function has further been classified as membership function 1 and membership function 2. In similar approach, membership function for rest of input and output parameters were designed and details are provided in Table 1 and 2 . Establishment of a relationship between input and output parameters of the system is critical, subsequent to detailed analysis, separate fuzzy logic rules were designed for power optimization of CPU and GPU as shown in Table 3 & 4 respectively. The rules were designed carefully to make sure new resource configuration would lead to optimized power consumption. For example, in Rule 12, Table. 3: if CPU's utilization is medium, CPU's current frequency is low and the number of active CPU's core is high, then it shows that computing device needs to improve utilization by reducing the resource. In this case, CPU's current frequency is already low, therefore; only option to reduce resources is by reducing the number of active CPU cores. Because of this reason, the number of active CPU cores has been reduced from high to medium. Similarly, in Rule 13, CPU's current frequency was reduced from medium to low as numbers of active CPU's cores were already low. For further understanding, consider Rule 18 where CPU's utilization is medium, CPU's current frequency is high and number of active CPU's core is high. In this case, the opportunity to reduce resources is greater as compared to previously discussed rules as both the CPU's current frequency and the number of active CPU's cores are high. However, by separately testing the impact of both DVFS and CG on the performance of the system, it was noticed that reducing the active number of CPU's core has a significant impact on increasing utilization with a minimal amount of performance loss. Hence, in this rule, the number of active CPU's core is reduced to low and current CPU's frequency remained the same. Rule 9 also appear to be the same case as both the CPU's current frequency and the number of active CPU's cores are high yet, it is different in terms of CPU's utilization as in this case its low. In this rule along with decreasing number of active CPU's core to low, CPU's current frequency has also been reduced to medium. This is because of the reason that CPU's utilization is significantly low and requires drastic steps for maximizing it while balancing the performance. Rules of FBRMC-2 for GPU's optimization was designed with a similar approach and given in Table. 4. FBRMC-2, keeping track of CPU utilization of all cores, overall GPU utilization, current CPU's frequency, current GPU's frequency, and the number of currently active CPU cores, strive to select the optimal frequency of both CPU & GPU and number of active cores for CPU only.
Centroid method, by calculating the center of gravity (COG) of the particular membership function area, defuzzify the output parameter. COG was calculated using the following equation and working of fuzzy logic type-2 for single input is explained in Fig. 2 . The whole process, incorporating the multi-thread approach, runs in parallel. Focal process create three threads on CPU cores using OpenMP as shown in Fig. 3 , Thread 1 executes the FBRMC-2 unit which further controls the DVFS and CG module. Thread 2 executes the Monitoring Unit 1 for tracking of utilization and current operating frequency of CPU & GPU, while Thread 3 executes Monitoring Unit 2 for tracking the active number of CPU cores. Each thread completes the program in a totally parallel approach without any dependencies; therefore, it does not produce any delay in the performance of the overall system. In order to evaluate the performance, standard CUDA based benchmark is executed on GPU in parallel with the execution of FBRMC-2 on CPU. Fig. 4 represents a sample case study, in this case, CPU's utilization is 45%, normalized CPU's current frequency is 0.35 and CPU is running on 4 active cores. Hence, after reviewing the membership function for input parameters given in Table 1 , it is clear that scenario under consideration, satisfies the Rule # 15 given in Table. 3 and that is CPU's utilization is medium, normalized CPU's current frequency is medium and active number of CPU's core is high. That means resources are high; however, CPU's utilization can further be improved. This condition predicts that workload available to CPU is not distributed in parallel. Therefore, in order to maximize the utilization, which in return saves power consumption, only active number of cores is reduced from 4 to 2.85 and does not disturb operating frequency. It is important to note that the new number of active cores for CPU, proposed by FBRMC-2 is 2.85 which is not realistic, therefore, FBRMC also quantizes both proposed frequency and the active number of cores to available levels. In this case, 2.85 will be round-off to 3 cores.
Similarity, Fig. 4 also presents a sample case of resource management for GPU in terms of scaling frequency in a way, that should maximize the utilization. In the presented case, GPU utilization is 42% and normalized GPU current frequency is 0.42. This case satisfies the Rule # 5 given in Table.4 and that is GPU's utilization is medium and normalized GPU's current frequency is medium. FBRMC-2 after looking at GPU utilization will try to maximize it by reducing the frequency. Therefore, FBRMC-2 proposed normalized new frequency which is 0.245. Normalization of frequency range was achieved by dividing the actual range of frequency by maximum frequency of GPU valued 852 MHz. Hence, after getting the proposed normalized frequency, FBRMC-2 multiply this value to the maximum frequency (0.245 × 852 = 208.74) and proposed frequency for GPU under this case is 208.74 MHz. Since only available GPU frequency can be implemented and proposed frequency lies between two available frequencies of GPU that are 180 MHz and 252 MHz; hence, FBRMC-2 then quantize the proposed frequency to nearest available frequency. In this case, FBRMC-2 quantized 208.75 MHz to 180 MHz. Frequency is allocated in a homogeneous way and then all core of GPU and CPU run on new GPU's frequency and new CPU's frequency respectively.
C. TARGETED TECHNIQUES FOR POWER OPTIMIZATION
Two well-known power optimization techniques were incorporated with FBRMC-2. These are DVFS and CG.
1) DVFS
Scaling frequency of computing unit produces a significant response in reducing power consumption. However, it is very critical to decide the optimal frequency of the device otherwise, it may produce lag in performance. FBRMC-2 tries to select the most appropriate operating frequency of both CPU & GPU as explained in section III-B. It is important to discuss, FBRMC-2 proposed a separate frequency for CPU & GPU. However, the proposed frequency for CPU or GPU would be implemented homogeneously for all cores of CPU & GPU.
2) CG
FBRMC-2 use core gating technique to reduce the number of active core of CPU only. FBRMC-2 reduces the active core of CPU when either workload is less or parallelism available in workload is less. FBMRC-2 carefully proposed the number of active cores. CPU then runs on the proposed number of cores and rest of the cores are gated. Utilization of cores may vary from each other, therefore gating a core with high utilization may disturb the execution of task and performance of the overall system. Hence, FBRMC-2 along with proposing the active number of cores also suggest the identity of cores that need to be gated.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The platform used to set-up the experiment was NVIDIA's embedded Tegra K1 SoC (CPU+GPU+ISP on a single processor) as shown in Fig. 5 . An operating system used for this platform was Ubuntu, a Debian based Linux operating system.
In order to evaluate the results for the proposed scheme, various standard benchmarks were selected with different workload and amount of parallelism. For comparison, three well know governors of Ubuntu were used which are powersave, ondemand and performance. Powersave minimizes the resource configuration and designed to save power consumption only; while ondemand governor, similar to proposed FBRMC-2, tries to predict the workload and based on it, scale down the resources. On the other hand Performance governor tries to enhance the performance of the system by scaling up the resource configuration to the maximum VOLUME 7, 2019 value and does not care about the power consumption of the device. Proposed FBRMC-2 on the other hand, has adopted a novel approach of using both DVFS (for CPU & GPU both) and CG (for CPU only) techniques together to reduce power consumption. Both power consumed by computing units and its throughput for various benchmarks has been discussed in results. It is important to note that power shown in Fig.6 is normalized power measured by Eq. 2. Here, AP is actual power consumed against said benchmark and MP is maximum power consumed by computing unit. In Fig.6 , MP is power consumed by performance governor against Smoke Particle benchmark. Similarly, Normalized throughput was obtained by Eq. 3: At is actual throughput and MT is maximum amount of throughput. In Fig.7 , MT is throughput of performance governor against Smoke Particle benchmark.
Nomralized Power
In this context, experimental results were evaluated using various benchmarks and results of power, consumed by computing unit, in case of FBRMC-2 and governors of Ubuntu, are shown in Fig.6 . Smoke Particle, Bilertal, Box Filter and NBody are highly parallel benchmarks that deploy high level of parallelism in instruction level. Amount of workload in such cases appears high which make it difficult to save power and any attempt to save power would lead to a great amount of lag in performance. However, for these parallel benchmarks, FBRMC-2 has reduced the amount of power consumption significantly, without compromising on the throughput of the system to a greater extent as shown Fig.6 . In comparison, on-demand & powersave governors showed fair reduction in power consumption in Fig.6 . However, the throughput of the system, under these governors, appeared to be considerably low as compared to FBRMC-2 and performance governor shown in Fig.7 . Performance governor, on the other hand, gives remarkable throughput shown in Fig.7 , but in Fig.6 , it is also evident, as performance governor only focus to provide better performance by maximizing the resource configuration, power-consumption for said governor is too high as compared to the proposed scheme. FBRMC-2 attempts to create a balance between power consumption and throughput and tries to minimize power consumption only in such scenarios which are feasible. In such cases, where better performance is required, FBMRC-2 does not attempt to save much power. For detailed analysis of results, power-consumption and throughput of system for comparatively less parallel benchmarks, like FFT, Sobel Filter,Bicubic, and Box Filter, are also given in Fig.6 and Fig.7 respectively. In these benchmarks, the workload is not disseminated in a highly parallel manner hence; running the computing unit with high resource configuration would not be beneficial. Therefore; in such scenarios, FBRMC-2 with the novel approach of using DVFS along with CG saves more power than all above-mentioned governors as shown in Fig.6 . Proposed scheme tries to maximize the utilization by reducing the frequency of both CPU & GPU along with reducing the active number of cores of CPU and outclasses the finest governor to reduce power consumption that is powersave governor. It is evident in Fig.6 that in case of FBRMC-2, the power consumed by the system is less than all above mentioned governors. On the other hand, due to the fact that workload in these benchmarks is not distributed in a highly parallel manner, improving utilization by reducing resource configuration did not compromise throughput of the system which is evident in Fig.7 .
Similarly, consider case of two benchmarks Histogram_ 64 and Histogram_ 256. Both benchmarks show the distribution of pixel intensities within an image. These benchmarks demonstrate a simple and high performance implementation of 64-bin histogram and 256-bin histogram respectively. Since Histogram_ 64 does not get affected from bank conflicts (load/store data from/to the same memory bank) and intra wrap branching divergence, performance in terms of processing time is better than Histogram_ 256 which highly depend on input data and that results in bank conflict and intra-wrap branching divergence. Histogram_ 64 being a lighter benchmark than Histogram_ 256, appear to require fewer resources which in results predict better opportunity for power saving by reducing the resources. However, due to bank conflict and intra-wrap branching divergence involve in Histogram_ 256, high amount of parallelism and resources were not producing a significant impact on processing time. Therefore, reducing resources in later case produce better results in reducing power consumption without disturbing the throughput to a greater extent. While in the case of Histogram_ 64, reducing resources specially scaling down the frequency of GPU was reducing a significant amount of throughput. Since FBRMC-2 manage resources based on utilization on CPU & GPU, which played a crucial role in estimating the above mentioned scenarios and reduces a significant amount of power without affecting the throughput. This is evident in result of power consumption and throughput for governors of Ubuntu and FBRMC-2 against both benchmarks as shown in Fig. 8 & 9 respectively. Sometimes reducing power may lead to a lengthening of the task to such an extent that overall power consumption would still appear high. In such cases, reducing power consumption is not enough rather, it is also important to keep monitoring the effect of reduction in power consumption on the execution time of the task. To analyze the results of power optimization, Energy Delay Product (EDP) is an important metric. EDP portrays combine effect of throughput and energy consumption; hence, reducing EDP contain crucial importance for power efficient systems. Results of EDP for FBRMC-2 and governors of Ubuntu are shown in Fig.10 and it is evident that minimum EDP was achieved for FBRMC-2 as compared to available governors of Ubuntu. This is due to the fact that 47% power consumption was reduced by FBRMC-2 with less than 7 % of the reduction in throughput.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, FBRMC-2, featuring fuzzy type-2, has been proposed for finding the balance between the power consumption and the performance of HPC. Nvidia Jetson TK1 board was used for runtime implementation. A thorough literature survey is presented to highlight the issues affecting the performance and power consumption of GP-GPU based architectures. Then, in order to authenticate and resolve the effect of recognized challenging issues from literature, a fuzzy logic type-2 based reconfiguration engine, targeting to improve the balance between power and performance of HPC units, is presented. The proposed system by deactivating underutilized resources is capable of optimizing the resource configuration of CPU-GPU based architecture in a way that optimal resources would be allocated according to workload. Targeted techniques for resource management are DVFS (for both CPU and GPU) and CG (for CPU only) and FBRMC-2 intelligently incorporates these techniques to ensures the optimal power consumption. For various benchmarks, it is observed that proposed FBRMC-2 can save up to 47% of power consumption without affecting the performance and outrun all available governors of Ubuntu.
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